Technical Buyer/Estimator
PyroGenesis Canada Inc. (PyroGenesis) is a leader in the field of plasma-based environmental
technologies and has provided plasma waste to energy systems and/or sub-components to some of the
most prestigious organizations in the world.
In addition to its own plasma torches, the company has developed two main environmental technologies.
The PAWDS (Plasma Arc Waste Destruction System) technology was developed in collaboration with
the U.S. Navy for the destruction of waste onboard aircraft carriers. The PRRS (Plasma Resource
Recovery System) technology is used for converting a wide array of waste types into energy and
construction products.
The company offers a rewarding work environment, possibilities of promotion and a complete benefits
package.
Located in downtown Montreal, we are currently seeking a technical buyer. We are looking for a selfmotivated individual, with strong interpersonal skills, good technical knowledge of chemical process
equipment and a solid track record as a buyer in the fabrication industry.
More specifically, the technical buyer/estimator’s tasks will include:
-

-

Obtain and compare quotations from different suppliers, based on the technical information provided
by the engineering team.
Negotiate the technical aspects, contract terms and price of the selected quotations.
Manage the whole purchasing process: negotiations, confirmation of acceptance by the supplier or the
terms and conditions, follow up on documentation, contract amendments, claims, factory acceptance,
shipping instructions, and authorize payments to suppliers
Participate in the project meetings, providing input on technical decisions, making sure the schedule
is met.
Manage and follow up on orders, making sure the project schedule is met, in collaboration with the
project managers.
Ensure continuous communication with the suppliers during the procurement / manufacturing
process. Manage change orders, non conformances and delivery delays.
Develop and maintain the list of approved suppliers
Work with the business development team to prepare estimates for quotations and proposals
Develop models to assist with the preparation of quotes and proposals
Analyze past performance of project and use this information in future estimates.

EDUCATION & QUALIFICATIONS:
- B. Eng. in an engineering disciple (chemical or mechanical)
- Bilingual (written and spoken French & English)
- Negotiation abilities
- Strong technical background
EXPERIENCE:
- Minimum 5 years experience in a similar position
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